TIcH~2, V., (~ECHOVA, M.: Biological activity of h u m u s acids isolated from spruce wood docomposed by fungi. --Biol. Plant. The proceeding volume of the Third International Congress of P l a n t Tissue and Cell Culture held at the University of Leicester from 21 to 26 J u l y 1974 contains 19 papers presented in the plenary sessions and a review of 180 shorter reports and 90 research demonstrations. The papers deal with most of the important fields of plant science where tissue culture techniques are used as powerful means of advancing the research. Each paper represents a separate chapter treating a particular field mostly in the form of a review including previously unpublished work and discussion of possibilities and difficulties of further progress.
Attention is paid particularly to problems related to growth and development (cell division, growth and differentiation, regulation of organogenesis, flower initiation), to embryogenesis (in somatic, ovule and anther cultures) and to metabolic studies in cell and tissue cultures (DNA synthesis, carbohydrate utilization, nitrate assimilation, production of physiologically active substances and biotransformation of steroids). Two papers are devoted to genetieal problems (genetic transformation and selbetion and characteristics of biochemical mutants) and two deal with phytopathological questions (tumor a u t o n o m y in crown-gall disease and use of protoplasts and separated cells in virology). The methodology of protoplast research is reviewed in a paper entitled "Technical advances in protoplast isolation, culture and fusion". In the concluding chapter prof. COCKINO summarizes some of the "highlights" of the reports presented in concurrent sessions organized under 6 sections (Physiology and biochemistry, Growth and cytodifferentiation, Morphogenesis, Genetics, Tumors and parasites and Methodology).
Tissue Culture and Plant Science 1974 provides a very valuable up-to-date source of inform a t i o n and ideas from this relatively new area of research showing new and exciting approaches to m a n y classical aspects of plant physiology, genetics and phytopathology. It is to be recomm e n d e d to research workers and also to university students of most branches of plant science.
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